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**Abstract** — Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) is a good solution for increasing data bitrate communication of multicore polymer optical fiber (MC-POF) based visible light communication (VLC) system. However, this solution requires adding more optical components to the system which can limit its performance. In order to solve this issue, we propose a new design for an RGB demultiplexer based on polycarbonate (PC) MC-POF structure. The new structure is based on replacing several air-holes areas with PC layers over the fiber length which enables controlling the light propagation direction between the PC layers. The positions of the PC layers and the key geometrical parameters of the MC-POF were optimized and analyzed utilizing the beam propagation method (BPM). Results show that an RGB wavelength splitter can be obtained over a light propagation of 20 mm with an excellent crosstalk of -19.436 dB, low losses of 0.901 to 1.246 dB and a large bandwidth of 5.6 to 11.3 nm.
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**I. INTRODUCTION**

Polymer optical fiber (POF) is used as an excellent replacement for the traditional glass fiber for short distances. Polymer fiber consists of polymer core that can transmit the signal as efficiently as glass core, the core is surrounded with cladding that can be made of silica, another polymer or perfluorinated material.

Polymer fibers can be used in cars, buildings and automation systems [1]. POF has several advantages such as robustness to mechanical stress and electromagnetic interference, easy installation, low cost connectors and low-price systems. Another variation of the POF is the multicore POF (MC-POF) that consists from many cores surrounded in a sea of cladding, those fibers have much resemblance to the multicore photonic crystal fibers [2-3]. MC-POF utilize the photonic bandgap alongside to the modified total internal reflection mechanisms allowing design of new compact optical components [4]. The transmission bitrate of the MC-POF can reach up to 10.7 Gb/s for short distances [5].

To further increase the transmission bitrate in VLC systems, Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) techniques can be utilized. WDM technique allows combining several signals together and transmits them simultaneously while each signal is carried by a different wavelength. According to the latest researches, the system would be able to support the transmission bitrate of up to 8 Gb/s [6-8] and even a higher transmission bitrate is possible [9-10]. WDM systems are composed of several components, one of them is the demultiplexer, it allows to separate the signal carried by different wavelengths from one input to several outputs. Using demultiplexer gives a lot of benefits such as high data bitrate transmission, low propagation bitrate and low bit error rate [11-12].

Visible light communication (VLC) is an alternative to the widely common radio frequency communication and has a growing interest among many researchers in the past several years due to the development of the new high performance white LED [13]. Compared to the radio frequency communication, VLC has many advantages and useful properties, among them: unregulated bandwidth, high transmission capacity with low radiation rates [14], unaffected by electromagnetic interference [15], allow establishing secure communication systems [16]. VLC technology is widely studied and there are a variety of published novel ideas [17].

Polycarbonate (PC) is an amorphous thermoplastic material with exceptionally high impact strength, excellent transparency for visible light [18], high dimensional stability, and moderate temperature resistance. PC has a glass transition temperature of 148°C, high gloss finishing, low mold shrinkage, low moisture absorption properties, good insulation resistance properties, alongside dielectric constant that is independent of temperature. All these properties make the PC a very suitable material for microstructure POF [19].

The proposed RGB demultiplexer is composed of integrated PC layers along the fiber length and based on controlling the light coupling between adjacent channels.

In this paper, a new design of RGB wavelength demultiplexer based on PC MC-POF is introduced.

Numerical investigations were carried out on the geometrical parameters of the PC MC-POF structure in order to find the optimal coupling length sizes that are most suitable for the RGB operated wavelengths.

The optimizations and simulations were performed using the
beam propagation method (BPM) alongside with Matlab codes [20].
The main benefit of this design is that the PC MC-POF can function as a demux device without additional bulk components that current commonly used today [21-23]. This can lead to a compact WDM system that can be utilized to obtain better performances.

II. RGB DEMULTIPLEXER STRUCTURE AND THEORETICAL ASPECT

The proposed RGB demultiplexer is based on PC MC-POF hexagonal structure. In this structure, the background material is CYTOP composed with air-holes and PC layers along the fiber length. The physical mechanism of the RGB demultiplexer is based on light confinement inside the core and controlling the coupling length size between the neighboring cores.

PC was chosen as an excellent material for transmitting light due to its low absorption in the visible range. The POF structure is based on one input channel, air-holes layers, PC layers and three output channels as shown in Figures 1(a)-(b). The POF geometric parameters, locations of the air-holes and PC areas were optimized to allow an efficient light coupling for the operating signals while filtering other wavelengths to obtain the best insulation between the channels. In figures 1 (a-b), the length of the fiber is denoted as z, Λ (pitch) denotes the distance between two neighboring air holes, d denotes the diameter of the air-holes, d/Λ denotes air holes diameter to pitch ratio. The values of the POF geometrical parameters are:

\[ z=20 \text{ mm}, \quad d=0.241637 \mu\text{m}, \quad \Lambda=0.5498 \mu\text{m}, \quad d/\Lambda=0.4395. \]

Figure 1(a) shows a cross-section of the RGB demultiplexer structure in x-z plane at y = 0 mm. In this figure, the red areas denote PC, beige areas denote CYTOP and the light blue areas denote air.

Figure 1(b) shows a cross-section of the RGB demultiplexer structure in the x-y plane at the output (z = 20 mm). The crosstalk is given by [24]:

\[ C_{T_n} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{m=1}^{3} 10 \log \left( \frac{P_m}{P_n} \right) \text{ (db)} \]

Where \( P_n \) is the power from the transmission channel and \( P_m \) is the interference power from the neighboring channels.

Insertion loss is given by [24]:

\[ \text{Loss} = -10 \log \left( \frac{P_{\text{out}}}{P_{\text{in}}} \right) \text{ (db)} \]

Where \( P_{\text{out}} \) is the power at the output channel and \( P_{\text{in}} \) is the input power at channel 2.

\[ L^\lambda_{\text{Coupling}} = \frac{k_0}{n_{\text{symmetric}} (d, \Lambda, \lambda) - n_{\text{anti-symmetric}} (d, \Lambda, \lambda)} \pi \]

Where \( k_0 \) is the free space vector, nanti-symmetric is the anti-symmetric effective refractive index and nsymmetric is the symmetric effective refractive index.

A better way to find the coupling length is by numerical analysis of the transfer energy between two adjacent PC cores using BPM.

It is worth mentioning that light can be coupled only between adjacent PC cores and the conditions for dividing between the RGB wavelengths in the PC MC-POF are given by:
Where $L_{S1}$ is the PC layer located at the input channel 2 and $L_{S2}$ is the PC layer located between channel 2 and channel 3, $p_{1/2/3}$ is a natural number, and $q_{1/2/3}$ is an odd number, $L_{Coupling}^i$ is the coupling length of the chosen wavelength.

$L_{S1}$ and $L_{S2}$ are functioning as optical coupler switches that control the light propagation direction and direct the signals to the appropriate channel according to their RGB wavelengths. The other PC layers locations were optimized in order to obtain a good isolation between the three channels.

### III. Simulation Results

The simulations and the numerical investigations of the PC MC-POF structure were performed by Rsoft Photonics CAD Suite software that utilized the BPM. Furthermore, the BPM results were analyzed using Matlab scripts codes in order to optimize the demultiplexer parameters for best performances. Figure 2 shows the intensity profile of the energy transfer between two adjacent PC cores over the fiber length ($z$-axis) for 530 nm operated wavelength. The figure also shows the sinusoidal behavior of the oscillations between the two adjacent PC cores over the light propagation direction.

It can be noticed from figure 2 that the coupling length size can be found by calculating the distance between the intersection between the two adjacent PC cores. By performing the numerical analysis as shown in figures 2 for each wavelength in the visible range spectrum it can be possible to extract the coupling length data for each wavelength.

From the coupling length data, the most suitable operating wavelengths to match the coupling length of the POF demultiplexer structure can be found. Signal demultiplexing is obtained by utilizing the switches $L_{S1}$ and $L_{S2}$. The optimal lengths of the switches can be found by extracting the coupling length from the data for the chosen RGB signals and solving equation (4).

The chosen operated wavelengths are: $\lambda_1 = 600$ nm for channel 1 (Red), $\lambda_2 = 450$ nm for channel 2 (Blue) and $\lambda_3 = 530$ nm for channel 3 (Green). The coupling length sizes of the RGB channels are 123.24, 324.04, 1988.6 µm, respectively. Switches $L_{S1}$ and $L_{S2}$ lengths are 2.29 and 3.74 mm respectively.

Table 1 shows the refractive index values of CYTOP and PC [26] for the chosen operating wavelengths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\lambda$ (nm)</th>
<th>CYTOP</th>
<th>PC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>1.344</td>
<td>1.6078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>530</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>1.3396</td>
<td>1.5835</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3 shows the optimal geometrical parameters ($d/\Lambda$) of the MC-POF structure for the RGB wavelengths.

It can be seen from figure 3 that the optimal value is 0.4395 for the operating wavelengths. In addition, the tolerance range was analyzed in order to fulfill the fabrication requirement. As seen in the figure the lower range is limited by channel 1 (red) and the higher range is limited by channel 3 (green), the optimal tolerance range of $d/\Lambda$ is between 0.4383-0.4412. This range ensures output power above 85% for all the chosen operated wavelengths.
Figures 4(a)-(c) show the intensity light propagation over the fiber length at x-z plane for the RGB wavelengths and the light coupling between PC neighboring cores.

Figure 4(a) shows the optical path for the red light ($\lambda = 600$ nm) from input channel 2 to the output of channel 1. Coupler switch $L_{S1}$ directed the red light towards channel 1 at $z=2.29$ mm; the light is coupling and oscillated between neighboring PC cores over $z$ ranges of 0-2.29 mm, 2.29-7.3 mm and 16.5-17.24 mm; the red light is confined inside channel 1 over $z$ ranges of 7.3-16.5 mm and 17.24-20 mm.

Figure 4(b) shows the optical path for the blue light ($\lambda = 450$ nm) from input channel 2 to the output of channel 2. Coupler switch $L_{S1}$ at $z=2.29$ mm directed the blue light towards coupler switch $L_{S2}$ and then $L_{S2}$ directed the light towards channel 2 at $z=6.04$ mm; the light is coupling and oscillated between neighboring PC cores over $z$ ranges of 0-2.29 mm, 2.3-6.04 mm, 9.6-19.4 mm; the blue light is confined inside channel 2 over $z$ range of 19.4-20 mm.

Figure 4(c) shows the optical path for the green light ($\lambda = 530$ nm) from input channel 2 to the output of channel 3. Coupler switch $L_{S1}$ at $z=2.29$ mm directed the green light towards coupler switch $L_{S2}$ and then $L_{S2}$ directed the light towards channel 3 at $z=6.04$ mm; the light is coupling and oscillated between neighboring PC cores over $z$ ranges of 0-6.04 mm, 7.95-14.55 mm; the green light is confined inside channel 3 over $z$ range of 14.55-20 mm.

It is important to emphasize that the locations of the PC layers over the fiber length were optimized in order to obtain better performances for the operated RGB wavelengths.

Results show that the overall fiber length size of the PC MC-POF is only 20 mm which means that the proposed device has a compact size comparing to the RGB demux based on photonic crystal fiber [27].

Figure 5 shows the transmission for the RGB wavelengths and it can be noticed that a good transmission can be obtained.
In addition, a good insulation between the RGB channels is obtained as shown in figure 5 which means that the interferences between channels are very low.

By using the data obtained from figure 5 and combined with solving equations (1) and (2), crosstalk, full width at half maximum (FWHM) and insertion loss for the RGB wavelengths can be found. Table 2 shows the values of crosstalk, FWHM, and loss for each of the RGB wavelengths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\lambda$ (nm)</th>
<th>450</th>
<th>530</th>
<th>600</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crosstalk (dB)</td>
<td>-26.471</td>
<td>-22.704</td>
<td>-19.436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWHM (nm)</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss (dB)</td>
<td>0.901</td>
<td>0.828</td>
<td>1.246</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new design of visible light RGB demultiplexer based on PC MC-POF was demonstrated. This study shows the benefits of using PC as the core material in the MC-POF and the ability to control the light propagation direction inside the microstructure by a variation of the operating wavelength. Simulation results show that the RGB wavelengths can propagate inside the device and to demultiplexed optimally into three channels after a distance of 20 mm with low insertion loss between the range of 0.901 to 1.246 dB.

In addition, the proposed device has low crosstalk in the range of -19.436 to -26.474 dB and a large optical bandwidth range of 5.6 to 11.3 nm.

By analysis of the numerical results, it is clear that the main benefit is that PC MC-POF design does not require additional components in order to act as RGB demultiplexer. This benefit can be utilized to design new and compact VLC-WDM system that can be used to obtain better performances comparing to VLC-WDM system that used bulk components. Therefore, this device can be integrated into WDM technology without adding additional components. This can be very useful to improve the performance of VLC systems and especially for increasing data bitrate transmission.
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